Data representation for subsequent image interpretation.
Radiological scans acquired using either the X-ray CT or the NMR imaging techniques provide a wealth of information about tissue behaviour under that imaging modality and contrast agent. To reason about the image in an interpretation stage the scans have to be converted from a pixel by pixel representation to a symbolic form. The technique used by us to generate such a description is region-based segmentation. Each region refers to a pixel or group of pixels having a common attribute. This work has provided a quantitative measure for the partial evaluation of the segmentation which can be applied independent of attribute or combination of attributes. From our initial studies of the behaviour of CT scans a precept for segmentation was developed. The segmentation employs a one-to-one map as an adaptive mechanism. The segmentation criterion at each point in the image therefore depends on the value at the corresponding point in the map. Any process can be used to generate this map, and so easily utilizes new operators as they are developed.